**SOCIAL SEND PLATFORM; SENDING CRYPTO VIA SOCIAL NETWORKS**

*SocialSend* is a project which aims to unite cryptocurrency with social media platforms. The objective of their efforts—to send cryptocurrency payments through social media in an effortless fashion, merging the functions of blockchain technology with the ease of use presented by social media. Users are able to send coins to their friends and family members within their social networks without having the technical knowledge needed to send cryptocurrencies across a blockchain.

**Social Send Platform**

SEND coin is integrated with various social networks such as Facebook, Twitter and Discord, allowing users to send coins to their friends and families within their social network, even without having technical knowledge of cryptocurrency. According to roadmap, Telegram and Instagram integration will be added in Q3 2018. Moreover, the platform will allow to users Buy/Sell SEND with Fiat.

*SocialSend Project* announced new collaborations with other projects. $LINDA will be the first coin listed on the Social Send Platform. Also, $Electra will be available on the exciting platform. Currently, the team announced the 3rd partnership agreement between $VitaeToken and SocialSend (Figure 1). On the other hand listing of $Ethereum, $Ripple, and $Dash have been planned (Figure 2).

Figure 1. June 22, 2018 marked the announcement of a new collaboration between Electra and SocialSend.
Figure 2. Listing of other coins on Social Send Platform

**How to use?**

Sign up with the Global Social Network Platform via Facebook, Twitter or Email. After login, you will see dashboard page and your SEND balance.
Connect with friends and family on different social networks (Facebook, Twitter, Discord). The Global Social Network Platform collates a list of friends and family from sender’s various social networks.
Send funds to friends and family via Global Social Network Platform. "Send payments as easy as sending a direct message—It is so easy the user may not even realize they are utilizing blockchain technology"
No need of any crypto knowledge or registration in order to receive notification of the reception of funds. You can see transaction history and details on the platform.
Do not forget to add your social media accounts to the platform.